
Making sense of it 

The Nobilis intelligent video analytic system 

 

In nature the one sense that has had the most profound impact on evolutionary success has 

been the visual sense.  Indeed it has been so successful in the most successful animal of all, 

the human, that virtually all other senses have reduced to very poor efficiencies indeed and 

survival reliance has focused almost singularly on the visual sense.  But, being human, these 

remarkable sensors suffer from fatigue and so does the most marvellous of all organisms, our 

brain, and it can make mistakes or misinterpretations. 

CCTV cameras have proliferated and have become extremely good, in fact so good that 

cameras better than the human eye already exists in some respects (thermal  and other non-

visible wavelength cameras) and soon will reach the magic of human resolution and 

sensitivity.  Nobilis, an advanced image processor, overcomes human frailty and exploits 

modern cameras’ abilities by using sophisticated techniques to extract information from 

video streams, thus supplementing human interpretation and overcoming human frailty. 

The backbone 

Interpreting a scene and extracting information from it requires a HUGE amount of different 

deductions.  One has to detect motion, ignore unnecessary information, memorise paths 

and predict destinations.  In order to do this the human has to identify the object, guestimate 

its speed and direction and so on.  Clearly this is not a simplistic task. 

NOBILIS offers a unique framework which allows for many different processors all to be 

plugged in and put to task to answer as many as possible of the various questions required to 

make an accurate assessment of any situation. 

Algorithms are provided in individual modules.  They are 

designed to handle multiple video streams 

but this is affected by resolution, frame 

rates and are limited by available 

processing power.  Each function is 

characterised by a processing unit 

cost which can be used how many 

can be loaded on a specific processor 

and how many sources can be processed.  Nobilis 

has been structured so that, should the need exists, multiple 

processors can be combined to improve the processing capability. 

Algorithms 

Image processing in it broadest sense can, for security applications, be grouped in the 

following 

Video event detection 

The primary objective of  event detection is to detect the event and ensure that the 

confidence in the detection is not affected by false detection of objects, background 



changes and movement, and so on.  Tools to limit detection areas are provided to assist with 

this as well as tools to enforce site rules such as no-go areas. 

Object analysis 

Watching over an object is important and tools to determine whether it has disappeared, 

how long it has been stationary and so on, in an adverse environment are provided. 

Object behavioural analysis 

Once a target has been detected a second task is to understand its behaviour and 

determine whether it holds a potential threat to the site.  To achieve this, tools to determine 

the object’s path, determine the object’s speed and current direction and its intent are 

provided. 

Image analysis and enhancement 

Many sensors have inherent limitations, quirks and special capabilities.  Nobilis provides tools 

that offers specific analysis for thermal, near IR and enhanced images.  In addition it provides 

tools to handle low quality images sent from mobile devices with very limited bandwidths. 

Object recognition 

Knowing that there is an object is useful, but accurately identifying it is fantastic.  Nobilis 

currently provides tools to read and identify vehicle number plates, human faces and soon 

will identify other objects, one from the other. 

Visual inputs 

Nobilis is able to use a wide variety of input sources, AND, exploit their specific strengths.  Thus 

with thermal cameras as input, factors specific to thermal images can be exploited, with 

megapixel cameras the high resolution can be exploited, and so on.  It is able to deal with 

low resolution inputs form handheld mobile streamers right up to many megapixel high 

resolution devices.  In short, it is designed to use any electronic visual source as input. 

Specifications 

Nobilis is a complete video analysis software suite with a distributable module based 

architecture. Nobilis modules can be deployed as a network of inter communicating parallel 

“processors” across several Video Processing Servers or independently on a single server to 

perform specific and customised analysis tasks. 

 

A variety of plug-in modules exists to satisfy the following needs 

These modules are: 
1. Nobilis-Server: Video processing server foundation for video capture from multiple 

sources and provides the frame plug-in framework for all Nobilis processing modules. 

2. Nobilis-Enhance: Video Enhancement module – Noise Contrast, Edge, Localised 

Histogram Enhance.   

a. Nobilis-Stabilise: Video Stabilization Module 

3. Nobilis-Trespass: Intelligent zoned video motion detection module. 

4. Nobilis-Guard: Module to monitor the removal or addition of objects in a busy scene. 

5. Nobilis-Observe: Monitor and Analyse object behaviour 

6. Nobilis-ANPR: Automatic number plate recognition module 

7. Nobilis-Face: Face detection and recognition module 



8. Nobilis-Discover: Object detection and recognition  

9. Nobilis-Traffic: Traffic offence monitor 

10. Nobilis-VideoDoc: Video health/quality/tamper monitoring module 

Nobilis-Server 

Video Capture Framework that provides native frame based interface to all Nobilis 

Processing modules 
 Capture Video from multiple sources: 

o Analogue PAL (up to 720x576, requires analogue capture cards on Processing 

Server) 

o TCP/IP based Video (Streaming sources i.e. IP Cameras, Video 

Servers/Encoders, NVRs) 

o Video Files 

 Video streaming server: 

o Provides MJPEG stream output after processing 

o Scalable output resolution 

 4 – 64 video channels/cameras per Nobilis-Server (number of channels highly 

dependent on the application domain, video resolution, and speed of processing 

required – see tables below).  

Nobilis-Enhance 

Video Enhancement Module 
 Enhances poor video signals for optimum video processing/user viewing. 

o Noise removal 

o Edge enhancement 

o Dynamic contrast enhancement (useful in shadowy areas) 

 Video Stabilisation module  

o Digitally stabilises unstable video footage caused by unstable/rocking/moving 

camera 

Nobilis-Trespass 

Intelligent Video Motion Detection Module 
 This module detects motion in predefined areas 

 Define trespass zones/regions of interest 

 Trigger on minimum size 

 Differentiate between objects 

(Human/Animal/Car/Unknown) 

 Define illegal entry/exit points (i.e. entering area 

by climbing over wall instead of using the gate or 

entering at an exit only door) 

 Trigger counter (i.e. respond with alarm only after 

being triggered x-times) 

Nobilis-Guard 

Object Monitoring Module 
 Designed specifically to detect changes in the 

static background of a scene, whilst ignoring short 

term changes in the foreground. 

 Define regions of interest/zones/objects to monitor 

 Detect object removal/theft 



 Detect object displacement 

 Detect stationary abandoned objects 

 Detect graffiti/vandalism 

Nobilis-Observe 

Behaviour Analysis Module  

 Able to track and analyse movement of objects in a static scene  
 Define detection regions of interest/zones 

 Distinguish between humans/cars/animals 

 Detect humans loitering in predefined no-loiter zones 

 Detect irregular fast movements (i.e. individual(s) running) 

 Crowding detection - detect the forming of crowds i.e. people gathering around 

some central point of interest. 

 Dispersal detection - detect the dispersal of a crowd i.e. people running away from 

some centrally located threat. 

 Unrest detection (i.e. sudden changes in “regular” crowd behaviour movements) 

 Detect people falling down 

 Crowd congestion (i.e. show areas where “too many” people are moving in a given 

area) 

 

Nobilis-Discover 

Generic Object Detection Module 

 Module can be trained to find and match regular 

rigid shapes and objects. 

 Quality of detection highly dependent on quality, 

clarity and visibility of object 

 Detects and locates: Faces, Humans, Animals, 

Vehicles 

Nobilis-ANPR 

Automatic Number Plate Recognition Module 
 Automatic number plate recognition in scene 

 Detection of vehicles without number plates (Available late 2012) 

Nobilis-Face 

Biometrics Module 

 Detects presence and location of faces 
 Recognition of faces: 

◦ 1 to 1 matching to known database of 

previously learnt faces – verification application 

◦ 1 to N matching (search unknown faces, i.e. in a 

crowd, for a match) 

 Tracking of a detected face in a scene 

Nobilis-Traffic 

Traffic Analysis Module (Available late 2012) 
 Geared towards the detection of traffic violations 



 Detect Parking in no-parking zones 

 Detect wrong direction in one-way 

 Illegal turns out of a no-turn lane 

 Accident Detection 

 Skipping of Stop Street/ Red Light 

Nobilis-VideoDoc  

Video Health/Quality/Tamper Monitoring Module 
 Video loss/restoration detection. 

 Video tampering (noisier than normal 

signal, camera moved, lens covered) 

 Focus loss detection. 

General Features 

 Module configuration can be done locally or from a central configuration via TCP/IP 

 Modularised approach – system can be expanded for more video inputs and 

modules themselves can be upgraded/updated to keep up with the latest 

processing algorithms or to suit customer specific needs. 

 Modules can be configured to do dedicated parallel processing in extreme 

processing scenarios. 

 Video file input capability allows for 

unattended “searching” and “analysis” of 

previously recorded unmonitored video. 

 

 

 

Processing requirements 

Determining the processing requirements for a Video Analytic system is 

not simple as the different processes have different demands.  Protoclea has 

developed a system by which this can be calculated for a Nobilis-Server. 

 

 

 

Nobilis Servers  

Nobilis 
Server 

CPU CPU 
Cores/Threads 

Clock Speed 
(GHz) 

Memory 

(GB) 

GPU Cores Available P-
Units*  

Server-8 Intel Core i3 2/4 3.30 2 96 16 

Server-16 Intel Core i5 4/4 3.30 2 96 32 

Server-32 Intel Core i7 4/8 3.40 4 384 64 

Server-64 Intel Core i7 
Extreme 

6/12 3.46 8 1200 128 

* P-Units = Processor Units 

P-Unit is an indicative measure only based on (PAL Resolution Video) and may differ per unique solution 
requirement 



Processing requirement matrix 

Modules Sub-modules (+ indicates enhancement 
to the Standard Module) 

Min Input 
(fps) 

P-Units per 
camera 

Comments 

Nobilis-Trespass  Standard (Zones, Movement) 5 +2 Stand-alone module 

+ Size Estimation 5 +1 Add size estimation capability 

+ Humans/Vehicles/Animals Distinction 5 +1 Add object distinction capability 

+ Illegal Entries/Exits 15 +1 Add illegal entry/exit zones capability 

+ Counter 15 +1 Add counting capability 

Nobilis-Enhance 

 

Noise Removal 5 1 Stand-alone module 

Edge Enhance 5 1 Stand-alone module 

Contrast Enhance 5 1 Stand-alone module 

Nobilis-Guard Theft 5 2 Stand-alone module 

Abandoned Objects 5 2 Stand-alone module 

Graffiti Vandalism 5 2 Stand-alone module 

All Combined 5 4 All of the above Guard capabilities in one 
module 

Nobilis-Discover Faces 5 4 Stand-alone module 

Humans  5 4 Stand-alone module 

Animals 5 4 Stand-alone module 

Vehicles 5 4 Stand-alone module 

Nobilis-Stabilise Standard 15 2 Stand-alone module 

Nobilis-Observe Standard (Zones, Object Tracks) 15 4 Stand-alone module 

+ Humans/Vehicles/Animals Distinction 15 +2 Add distinction capability to any Observe 
module 

Loitering 15 4 Stand-alone module 

Running/Speeding 15 4 Stand-alone module 

Falling 15 4 Stand-alone module 

Crowding & Dispersal 15 4 Stand-alone module 

Unrest Detection 15 4 Stand-alone module 

Crowd Congestion 15 4 Stand-alone module 

Nobilis-ANPR Standard (Find and OCR Plate) 1 1 Stand-alone module 

Nobilis-Face Detect & Track 15 2 Stand-alone module 

+ Recognition  15 +2 Add recognition capability 

Nobilis-Focus Video Loss 2 1 Stand-alone module 

+Tamper Detection 2 +1 Add tamper detection capability 

Nobilis-Traffic No Parking 2 +2 May combine any of the Traffic modules as 
one module or used each as stand-alone 

One Way 15 +2 

Illegal Turns 15 +2 

Accidents 15 +2 

Stop Street/Red Light Skipping 15 +2 
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